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We live in a world where everything is connected. With everything connected,
distance no longer sets limits on what we can achieve. Mobility gives people
tremendous flexibility and freedom, while the rapidly growing Internet of Things
brings intelligence to billions of objects. The potential – for growth, speed and agility –
is limitless. Networking used to be just about technology: now it is also about
imagination, know-how and insight. It’s as much an art as a science.
That’s why we talk about “the Art of Connecting”: it is a recognition of the need
to balance technology and creativity – the CIO has become a creator who brings
his vision for the network to life.
In this edition of the magazine we touch upon a whole range of topics that are
an integral part of this “Art of Connecting”. Alan Nance, Vice President of Technology
Transformation at Royal Philips shares his vision on how they make the big switch
to consumption-based cloud services. BT’s Futurologist, Nicola Millard, talks about
the contact centre of the future. BT’s VP of Innovation Steve Masters explains how
innovating together with customers is key to their success and why we are opening
showcases in Diegem and Amsterdam. You will find advice on how IT Governance
is fundamentally about value creation and much more.
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Interview with Alan Nance, Vice President of Technology Transformation at Royal Philips

All eyes on Philips
as they make the big switch to
consumption-based cloud services
While most CIOs of large global companies will claim to have a cloud strategy of
some form, it mostly is little more than that, a strategy or vision. Most companies
do tinker with SaaS services and many are investing in private clouds, but a complete
shift to a cloud-based model is usually deemed impossible if not a little naive.
The implications of such a move, in areas like legacy, security, the network and the
internal organisation, are such that prudence is warranted. Not so for Philips,
a company that is making the Big Switch. We speak to Alan Nance, Vice President
of Technology Transformation at Royal Philips.

Cloud as noun or verb?
In a recent article, Alan Nance argued that there are two distinct
movements to leverage the cloud. On the one hand, there exists
the mainstream cloud-as-noun approach where the CIO is aligned
with the CFO and cloud technologies are seen primarily as a
means to improve the efficiency and efficacy of IT infrastructure.
The “road less travelled”, on the other hand, is the cloud-as-verb
approach, which departs from the assumption that the cloud
represents a more far-reaching change in business and business
models, and where the CIO “sees her/himself as strongly aligned to
the front-end business leaders.” Confront Alan on this point, that it
would be hard to find a CIO today who is not pursuing business-IT
alignment, and you get a lively taste of Alan’s vision.
For Alan, “clouding” is something you “do” to accelerate business
propositions. The cloud, in this perspective, applies far beyond
information technology to encompass all aspects of the business
and how it engages with the outside world. It lies at the basis of
massive disruption of business models and hence the number one
priority is to build capabilities to capitalise on that movement.
“It is a fundamental shift in mindset. When I hear people talk
about how they’re building private clouds on top of their existing
infrastructure then I know they’re talking about cloud-as-noun.
With cloud-as-verb we are more concerned with how we should be
engaging with a broader ecosystem of enabling technologies,
an ecosystem that extends far beyond our own organisation.”
Doing away with undifferentiated IT spending
The technology transformation at Philips has its roots in the
realisation several years ago that 85% of the company’s IT
spending was undifferentiated, or in other words, had no impact
on cost efficiency or revenue.

Crucially, Alan emphasises that all of the above will be delivered
as consumption-based cloud services. In other words, Philips
is moving to replace its entire IT infrastructure with externally
sourced cloud services purchased on a pay-for-use basis.
Connecting clouds
According to Alan, Philips will need to excel in three key capabilities
to make their cloud-based model work: 1) a high-volume transport
network, 2) security & compliance, and 3) orchestration.
Alan emphasises the importance of the first capability, the
network, as follows; “A global virtual community still needs the
same infrastructure as a local physical community.
In Agile we use the term Minimal Viable Product. What we
are seeing is that a Minimal Viable Product within CIOP or PIL
requires a Maximum Viable Infrastructure and the core of that
infrastructure is a high-volume transport network.
This world of connectivity is not going anywhere unless it is
underpinned by a Maximum Viable Infrastructure.”
Alan uses the example of Salesforce.com to illustrate his point.
When the company first began making use of Salesforce.com on a
small scale, as an initial foray in SaaS, they did not need to consider
the implications of the network.

Today, however, now that Salesforce is a global platform
supporting multiple applications it has become more challenging
to guarantee SaaS performance at a global scale. “If you try to run
SAAS as a platform globally in real time, you run into issues.
We have found that you cannot divorce the network from that
and assume that Salesforce or any other supplier will figure it out
for you.” Philips relies on BT for its high-volume transport network.
A key innovation coming out of this partnership is a concept
called Inter Domain Connect, which will connect the different
provider clouds with each other and thereby enable Philips to move
seamlessly between clouds and allow systems to run on multiple
clouds. Robin Deb, BT client partner for Philips explains; “BT is very
keen to see the successful development of IDC. We have made a
lot of effort to change our capacity model so that we can flex up
and down more easily on the network. Using Philips as leading
example we are connecting disparate data centres from suppliers
like Microsoft Azure, Amazon, Salesforce. This will give us the
capability to move high-speed data securely between data centres
as needed, without having to wait for Philips to ask us to connect
a provider on an on-demand basis. The roadmap is in place;
we have already connected Microsoft Azure and Amazon will be
connected shortly.”

Historically, Philips had evolved as an amalgamation of strong
individual businesses that had built their own customised IT
solutions. As a result, the company had a multitude of systems,
suppliers and obviously huge inconsistency in business processes
(e.g. 14 different SAP systems with 65,000 work instructions).
While customisation makes sense in some contexts, it plainly
doesn’t when the vast bulk of your IT spending is nondifferentiating. Furthermore, Philips faces a rapidly changing
business context, such as intense competition, shorter product
lifecycles and the race for the Internet of Things.
Products and companies that did not exist three years ago are now
an integral part of Philips’s business. And the company continues
to make major strategic moves, as the recent decision to carve
out the lighting division illustrates. “These are the reasons why we
embarked on a technology transformation that will standardise
our idea-to-market, market-to-order and order-to-cash business
processes across the entire organisation. Our goal is to build
a standardised plug & play technology platform for all Philips
businesses.”
Building new architectures
Philips’s new IT architecture will consist of three major platforms:
the Philips Integrated Landscape (PIL) covering the company’s
standardised enterprise applications such as SAP and
Salesforce.com; the Digital HealthSuite, which is an assembly base
for digital health propositions involving connecting devices; and
the Common Infrastructure and Operating Platform (CIOP), which
will underpin the above two platforms. CIOP is a shared operating
platform that delivers 7 core cloud services: storage, compute,
security, analytics, connected devices, cross-supplier service
management and high-volume transport.
Some of the key members of the network team leading the architectural and operational challenge of transforming from traditional network into High Volume Transport network and IDC.
From left to right: Nico Hofman Solution Expert Network , Rik Willems Infrastructure Architect, Hans Buitenhuis Operations Manager Network and Robin Deb Client Partner from BT.
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Interview with Alan Nance, Vice President of Technology Transformation at Royal Philips

Rapid decommissioning of legacy
Philips outsources its legacy infrastructure on a regional basis to
three suppliers. “We have a very aggressive decommissioning plan.
But the real challenge is not so much the legacy itself but the
interface between legacy and the new world. We have a concept
called Transition Architecture which defines how things will move.
And where possible we try to move legacy systems to the CIOP
model or directly to the platform.” Alan’s team recently moved a
legacy business intelligence system to CIOP. “Note that it is still
legacy, but it is legacy on a new platform, so that we have the
ability to reduce costs and move it around when the application
itself is ready to be replaced.”
Security revisited
Moving to the cloud in the way Philips is doing has obvious security
implications. Alan took over the role of security earlier this year
and embarked on a complete revamp. “We are rethinking security
completely. Security was traditionally concerned with optimising
the perimeter. The goal was to keep bad guys out and you did
that via password management, access management, identity
management and so on. Today we accept that we are part of a
larger ecosystem - cloud is a verb - and we assume that people will
get into our network. As such, we need to be excellent and worldclass at monitoring incoming traffic, at detecting intruders early
on, at restricting them and taking them out as required. It requires
a totally new perspective on things like Advanced Persistent
Threat, Kill-Chain analysis and application usage in the cloud.”
Organisational change
According to Alan, the shift to a consumption-based cloud model
is already having an impact on the organisation, especially in
the areas of procurement, compliance and finance. For example,
Procurement has to rethink the RFP concept and process since
Philips is pre-contracting capability for later unspecified use.
There are no start-up and termination costs to consider either.
The compliance people need to deal with the fact that compliance
and security have to be predefined, even before an application
runs on a service. And Finance can cease making investment
approvals because no investments are made. Since the launch of
the transformation, Alan only buys services.
However, at a more strategic level, Alan’s approach to
organisational change is surprisingly cautious, certainly in
comparison to the radical change he’s driving on the technology
front. “The fire & hire approach, which is popular in Anglo-Saxon
culture, is unrealistic. The idea that you can simply replace all
your people with new people who have the necessary skills to
compete for the future, is an illusion. Firstly, you need your old
competencies; they simply need to be applied in new ways.
And secondly, the idea that there exists a massive pool of qualified
labour out there is a fantasy.”
Suppliers on board
It’s all fine and well wanting a purely consumption-based
infrastructure but how do you convince suppliers to get on board,
when most of them built their businesses on ‘total solution’ sales,
software licensing and hardware sales. To Alan, those business
models are commercially dead, notwithstanding the fact that they
still represent large revenue streams.
Alan ultimately envisages a cloud market where “contestable cloud
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A conversation with Steve Masters, BT’s VP for Customer Innovation & Design

“We transfer a lot of risk and opportunity
to our suppliers because we fundamentally
believe that they know what they’re doing
and that they’re on top of the developments
specific to their area of competency.”

offerings would be brokered as a commodity”. In this scenario there
is no place for enterprise licensing agreements and termination
fees. Instead, consumption - and supplier contestability - is based
on a standard catalogue of (portable) capabilities and all contracts
are output-based. While this is likely a bitter pill to swallow
for some, Alan supported by procurement has nevertheless
managed to convince most of his suppliers, including companies
like Microsoft, HP and IBM, to sign up to a Consumption Based
Infrastructure Charter.
In it they subscribe in principle to consumption based charging.
Why did suppliers sign up? “The strategic thinkers in organisations
understand that this is the direction the world is going to follow.
They know they need to change and that they need to build this
capability if they want to compete effectively in the future.
Also important, a lot of companies see value in aligning their brand
to what Philips is doing from an innovation perspective.
And finally, some of the individuals we work with, such as Robin
Deb at BT, are simply trying to do the right thing, looking for
new ways to bring BT’s capabilities to us. We understand that
networking in its nature is not that flexible compared to other
cloud infrastructures because at the end of the day a cable needs
to be laid. But Robin has made exceptional effort in figuring out
how BT can turn fixed costs into OPEX and how much risk would
be realistic for BT to take on. Robin has been an innovator within
BT in this. It is interesting to see how BT has changed as a result
of working with Philips.”
Alan clearly is a demanding customer, but suppliers can conversely
expect a committed partnership from Philips’s side. Alan explains;
“We transfer a lot of risk and opportunity to our suppliers because
we fundamentally believe that they know what they’re doing and
that they’re on top of the developments specific to their area of
competency. You have to bring your core suppliers in, you want
them to be on the inside with you when you embark on this type
of strategy. You certainly don’t want them at arm’s-length at the
end of an RFP process. That’s why we see the BT team as a part
of our team.”

Alan Nance,
Vice President of Technology
Transformation at Royal Philips

Open Innovation at BT
BT has an immense innovation infrastructure covering numerous labs and
partnerships around the world, and the company employs thousands of scientists
and technologists. But how is that innovation put to work for customers?
And what role do customers play in BT’s innovation activities? We spoke to Steve
Masters, who leads a global team that is focused on exactly these questions.

Can you tell us a little bit about your role at BT? What does
Customer Innovation & Design mean?
At BT Global Services we take responsibility for designing the more
complex and customised solutions for large customers. The world
is absolutely jam-packed with new ideas and innovations; our job
is to filter out the innovations that are relevant to our customers’
businesses and put these to practical use today. We are a global
team of approximately 900 innovation specialists and are directly
and indirectly responsible for approximately 7 billion pounds in
contractual revenue.
How does your work fit within BT’s wider innovation
capabilities
BT currently employs approximately 14,000 scientists and
technologists around the globe. Some work from BT hubs, others
from universities who we have association agreements with.
Our most important innovation hub is Adastral Park in Suffolk.
In addition to BT there are another 50 or so technology companies
located there with whom we do joint development. These include
companies like Microsoft and Cisco but also smaller niche players.
Approximately 4,000 people work at Adastral Park.
Such R&D work is obviously an important source of innovation that
we can put to use for customers. In addition we have a team of
innovation scouts located at the world’s hottest innovation spots,
such as Silicon Valley, Israel and Asia. They keep track of the most
exciting technology trends and startups so that we can assess
what is relevant for our customers.
Also internally within the broader BT organisation we source a lot
of creative ideas. For example, personally I’ve been very close to
what we call the Challenge Cup, an innovation competition for
BT employees. One of the previous winners created a new state of
the art design tool, which we’re currently rolling out for our Design
& Service engineers.

Can you tell us more about your work with customers?
How do you involve customers in that process of seeking out
relevant innovations?
We spend a lot of time running workshops with customers,
showcasing relevant technologies and exploring how we can add
value. Most of these sessions take place at one of our innovation
showcase centres located at major cities around the globe.
The showcases in Amsterdam and Diegem will officially open
in November. Each of these centres is equipped with the very
latest technologies in our portfolio, from immersive video to
collaboration tools. It is a great environment to discuss customer
problems and physically experience what our technology and
expertise could mean for customers.
Where possible, we invite customers to Adastral Park where we
have a larger centre that goes to the heart of innovation.
There we showcase technologies that are not yet in our standard
portfolio and explore how these will impact specific sectors and
environments. For example, we look closely at the future of
financial services and also illustrate what sorts of changes we
can expect in the home. Also note that our innovation showcase
centres around the world are all linked together. So in other words,
we will be able to give a customer in our Diegem or Amsterdam
centres a virtual tour of a deeper sector-specific showcase that is
located at Adastral Park.
You describe BT’s approach to innovation as ‘Open Innovation’
- can you explain?
The innovation process is part and parcel of our work with
customers. We work with customers to explore relevant ideas and
technologies - many of which may come from partners, universities
or startups - and subsequently design a solution that is customised
to their needs. If that innovation turns out to be relevant to other
customers then we industrialise that offering and make it a part
of our global product portfolio. For example, BT Trace is a supply
chain and logistics service that originally came out of a project
with a logistics customer. We built it as a solution for an individual
customer and subsequently turned it into a product that is
available to all customers globally.
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A conversation with Steve Masters, BT’s VP for Customer Innovation & Design

“The showcases in Amsterdam and Diegem
will officially open in November. Each of
these centres is equipped with the very
latest technologies in our portfolio, from
immersive video to collaboration tools.”

Our work with automotive customers also illustrates this approach
well. As cars become smarter they also become more vulnerable
to cyber crime. That’s a serious threat; just imagine if hackers take
control of your car’s braking system. In response, we are working
with car manufacturers to develop, among other things, an ethical
hacking module, a managed security service, and a secure gateway
in the car’s network for managing security updates. Some of these
innovations will ultimately find their way in our product portfolio.
Innovative work with customers can lead to new products.
Conversely, how is the product portfolio leveraged in your
work with customers?
The product portfolio is the bedrock of our business. Typically we
deliver 70-80% of our solutions via the standard portfolio and
customise the remaining 20-30%. There are good reasons for
that. Our product portfolio is industrialised and hence very efficient
and reliable; and service is baked into it. As such, the portfolio is an
excellent foundation on which complex solutions can be built.
And as we discover innovative new solutions that are relevant
to more customers then we can downstream these back into
the portfolio.
I understand your group runs BT’s thought leadership
programmes. What are some of the key conclusions coming
out that work, especially those relevant to a CIOs perspective?
We can break down the trends into three key areas: end-user
computing, cloud and connectivity. Trends in end-user computing
such as IT consumerisation are hugely significant and relevant for
every customer we have. They have an impact on organisations
that deal with consumers but also on B2B companies because
employees also want to interact with different tools today.
Most companies today are confronted by employees who have
their own bewildering array of smartphones and tablets that they
want to use for work purposes, which ushers in the whole BYOD
question. Each industry has its own peculiar questions.
For example, in some banking contact centres it is against
regulation to carry with you a camera-carrying device: how do you
manage that in practice?
The next major area of development is the cloud, covering
consumer-based content and applications such as the Amazons
of the world, and enterprise-level business applications and
data. Large businesses are all reassessing how they best organise
and deliver their core business applications. And on the supplier
side, companies like Microsoft, Cisco and BT are also increasingly
delivering their services from the cloud.
The final area is connectivity, the connective tissue between the
user and the cloud. This covers networks but also collaboration
tools and security measures. Ultimately everything relies on the
network and that’s what makes working for a communications
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company so exciting today. We recently developed a service with
Microsoft which we called Express Route. Microsoft has adopted
a cloud-based approach to its products, for example via the Azure
development platform and Office 365. With Express Route we see
ourselves as being part of that value chain, connecting users in a
secure and reliable way to Azure. It allows us to bring a Quality of
Service connectivity into the Azure platform so that customers
can reliably run real-time communications and network-sensitive
applications on the platform.
Can you tell us a little more about how your team studies these
trends? I assume you rely on formal research data but also on
experience gained working with customers?
Yes, we also work closely with our CTO community, which you
could describe as a group of trusted expert advisors. In my team
we are also obsessive about testing everything new in the market.
For example, we never use the same mobile device for very long we try it out for a while and pass it on to others. Also, we adopted
a BYOD policy eight years ago and have learned a tremendous
amount in that time about how to make it work. We try very hard
to lead by example.
And relying on cloud services too, I assume?
Absolutely, although the cloud in principle isn’t particularly novel
for a network provider. Telephony has always been a cloud service,
although we didn’t call it that. You could argue that we have
simply extended that model to other areas. Our role in the cloud
ecosystem has evolved markedly, too.
There is a lot of uncertainty in the market at present concerning
the strategic direction of large technology players. As such
companies fight for their position in the market, we offer our
customers a way to de-risk their infrastructure through a cloudbased model. In principle, all the customer sees is the end-user
device; the mechanics behind it all are our responsibility and that
de-risks it for customers.

Steve Masters,
BT’s VP for Customer
Innovation & Design
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Interview with Atul Awasthi, Practice Head of BT Advise One

UC and User Adoption:
why implement it if you don’t use it?

“You cannot evaluate UCC technologies
in isolation – the entire ecosystem
is relevant here.”

Many companies who have deployed UCC encounter user adoption problems.
Atul Awasthi, Practice Head of BT Advise One and an expert in UCC, explains why
this is happening and what companies can do to avoid such problems.

Can you tell us a little about your role within BT?
I am Practice Head of Advise One for the Benelux region, with
a specific focus on Unified Communications and Collaboration.
While BT Global Services is a provider of standardised off-the-shelf
managed services, BT Advise helps customers get the most out
of those services. We work with customers to assess their needs
from a business perspective and translate these into technical
requirements. Typically this entails doing a gap analysis and
subsequently developing a roadmap for deploying the right IT
solutions. Where necessary, we may also customise services so that
they meet the specific needs of an individual customer.
And once BT’s services are deployed we continue to support
customers with user training and other services. So with regard to
Unified Communication (UC), if a customer deploys a product like
Microsoft Lync, we help them with things like user adoption.
Could you define Unified Communication (UC)
and Collaboration?
First off, I tend to talk about Unified Communication and
Collaboration (UCC) as one umbrella term. Also, UCC is not a
technology, it is something you attain using technological tools.
So defined from a user’s perspective, UCC is quite simply being
able to communicate and collaborate the way you want to.
For example, among friends you may want to use Facebook,
while in a professional context you may rely on a mix of tools,
covering email, telephone and video. The key question from a
professional perspective is: how can we best achieve our
business goals together?
From a technical perspective, UCC’s definition has obviously
evolved. In the past we relied on telephony and snail mail; today
we make use of software-based telephony, instant messaging,
email and video conferencing. The tools have evolved dramatically
and that has given us a huge boost in the way we can leverage our
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organisation’s and colleagues’ knowledge. The main achievement
today is that these different channels have converged into a single
inbox. In the past the technical solutions involved were siloed but
companies like Cisco and Microsoft have done great work removing
those siloes. That certainly helps because we do not need to open
four different applications anymore. That is the ‘unified’ in UCC.
Looking ahead, how do you see UCC evolving?
What technology trends can we expect in this area?
I expect more convergence between UCC tools and other business
applications to usher in what we call communication-enabled
business processes.
While a lot of progress has been made tying together different
communication channels - we have unified human-to-human
communication - UCC to date has not really touched hard business
processes and ERP-like business applications. You may see some
click-to-dial functionality in a CRM application, but applications
that automatically trigger UCC services are still rare.
Companies like Jive Software and Salesforce.com are doing
interesting things in this area, certainly in the way they embed
instant messaging into customer service and sales processes.
They’re not quite at the level of integrating audio and video in that
but it is progress nonetheless.
Amazon also is an example in the way you can set up a video call
with customer service from your Kindle. And Samsung TV has a
solution where customer care can take remote control of your
TV as they guide you through your query. We are seeing a lot
more synchronic collaboration enter a world that to date is mainly
asynchronic in character.
There are reports that despite increased investment and
deployment, the past decade has seen much lower true
adoption of Unified Communications (UC) than expected.

Are the user adoption problems due to poor profiling of users?
For example, do some organisations think all employees
have the same requirements?
Not really. Most organisations do user profiling because the
licensing cost is based on features. The problem is that many
companies base profiles simply on departmental roles. I advise
companies to also look at the collaboration needs between
departments. In other words, do not treat departments as
collaborative siloes.
Why is this? And what is the obstacle to correctly
implementing UCC throughout the enterprise and making
sure that people make full use of it?
I suspect that this is mainly due to a lack of vision and poor
implementation. For UCC to deliver benefits you firstly need a
clear idea as to what those benefits will be for your business, and
secondly a roadmap for properly implementing UCC. It is difficult to
do both of these things well because the market and technology
are evolving so rapidly. While such rapid change is good for an
individual consumer - you have more choice - it can be confusing
for a decision maker who needs to make choices for a global
organisation with thousands of employees. Furthermore, the
business case for UCC, dating back to IP telephony, has always been
fuzzy. Human productivity gains have been difficult to measure.
And in any case, you cannot evaluate UCC technologies
in isolation - the entire ecosystem is relevant here.
This is why we spend a lot of time helping customers build a
business case and roadmap. We help customers plan the UCC
journey because that’s exactly what it is, a journey. You do not
roll out UCC in a day so you have to plan ahead, taking into
consideration the roadmap of the main vendors in the market.
And absolutely key to user adoption is knowing why you are
investing in UCC.

Atul Awasthi,
Practice Head of BT Advise One

We have talked about the importance of a clear vision and
a roadmap to achieving UCC success. What else is important?
Do not underestimate the network. You have to assess the impact
of a UCC deployment on the performance of the network i.e. WAN
(Wide Area Network), LAN (Local Area network), Wifi, Firewall,
Security Policies and so on. If you neglect this so called
“UC Readiness” aspect then you will likely run into performance
and security issues.
What are the consequences of lack of adoption?
Frustration, which is not healthy in any organisation.
The willingness to collaborate can decline, sometimes pretty
radically. For example, I know of one company where users all
switched off their IM application one month after implementation.
Employee engagement was zero. User training is not enough to
avoid such problems. Most training programmes focus only the
‘how to’ question but miss out on the ‘why’. Compare it to learning
to use a knife. Don’t say ‘this is how you use a knife’ but say ‘here’s
what a knife can do for you.’
What do you see as emerging UC technologies in the future
and how will this further impact adoption and the way
people work?
New technologies and apps are constantly emerging and a lot
is happening concurrently in the consumer world. So the key
question is, how open can we be? The New Way of Working is a
mindset, it is not really about technologies. The main challenge
will always be how to deal with security and policies, because that
restricts how open we can be in our collaboration. At a technology
level I am pretty excited about Web RTC, an open source project
that enables browsers with Real-Time Communication capabilities
such as audio and video. Such light approaches, where users do not
need to install anything, are attracting a lot of attention.
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Interview with Dick Schoof, National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism

How secure is the Netherlands?
Dick Schoof, National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism, explains.
In 2011 and 2013 the Netherlands was shaken by a number of cyber security
incidents (including DigiNotar and the DoS attack on several banks), damaging the
reputations of its government, its banks and a range of other companies involved.
How has the Netherlands fared since then? And what should companies be doing to
protect themselves and the nation at large? In this interview Dick Schoof explains
how he has reinvigorated the country’s Cyber Security Strategy and makes an appeal
to companies to join him in fighting the very real and escalating cyber threat.

As a third priority we are taking measures to improve cyber
security. One piece of proposed legislation in this regard is called
Computer Crime Number 3, otherwise known as the Counter-Hack
proposal. If parliament approves it, this legislation will give the
police services the authority to respond to cyber crime by counterhacking as it were, with the goal of identifying and apprehending
the perpetrators. We also created a second instrument to protect
ethical hackers. Essentially this means that hackers who expose an
important security risk and subsequently inform the government
about it will not necessarily be prosecuted.
The fourth and last priority is the development of a Detection
Network and a Response Network. Here the idea is for government
and the private sector to work together, to build an early warning

Can you tell us a little about your role and responsibilities?
My official title is National Coordinator for Security and
Counterterrorism, and from this position I’m responsible for
three domains: counter terrorism, crisis management, and most
importantly for this interview, cyber security. We coordinate
cyber security not only from a policy perspective but also at an
organisational level via our National Cyber Security Centre, which
is, as of this week, a 24/7 organisation that continuously monitors
the internet for security breaches. We also advise on cyber security
issues and have partnerships with the private sector and other
government organisations for the exchange of information about
possible security breaches.
I understand you have been in your role for about one and a
half years now. What have been your main priorities regarding
cyber security?
My first priority was to update the Cyber Security Strategy.
We had a strategy in place but the field evolves so rapidly that
we felt the need to revise the strategy and more specifically to
position it in the triangle of security, privacy and economy.
We want to place particular emphasis on the opportunities that
cyber security offers for economic growth and the competitive
position of the Netherlands. We are convinced that a truly
secure cyber environment will give us a tremendous competitive
advantage in the international community.
Our second priority was to further strengthen our National Cyber
Security Centre, turning it into a 24/7 operation and positioning its
role as an intermediary between the private and public sector, and
the national and international context. The cyber security domain
is best understood as a community that functions via numerous
informal structures. Certainly it helps to add some structural
elements but most importantly you have to ensure that the
informal structures keep functioning, that the information keeps
coming in.
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system for detecting potential attacks and breaches, and also the
capability to respond in a coordinated way to such threats.
With regard to the Detection Network, at present we are running a
pilot programme in a smaller environment in The Hague, involving
government agencies, where we are able to detect potential
threats before they manifest in actual attacks. In the year ahead
we want to expand this programme nationally in collaboration
with the private sector. And with regard to the Response Network,
our National Cyber Security Centre is working with government
agencies, including Defense, and the private sector, to put teams
in place so that we can respond rapidly and effectively to potential
attacks.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that we are organising a global
cyber security conference, scheduled for April 2015 in The Hague.
Such initiatives are important because it is through international
cooperation that we will make the biggest advances in cyber
security. Also, the Netherlands will adopt cyber security as a major
theme for its 2016 EU Presidency.
To sum up, what are the most important evolutions
in the Dutch approach to Cyber Security?
Firstly, to a much greater extent we are looking at cyber security
from an economic perspective, including the opportunities for
economic growth and our international competitive position.
If a region has a secure cyber environment - and can prove it too then it has a competitive advantage. That is because it is generally
preferable to do business in a secure environment. That principle
holds for companies too. Companies that have a comprehensive
cyber security strategy in place have a competitive advantage over
those that don’t. It makes sense to work with secure partners,
partners you can trust.
Secondly, we are placing far more emphasis on the participation
of business and civilians. Government cannot take on this
responsibility alone, and certainly we cannot succeed via regulation
alone. It is imperative that there is real participation from the
private sector. Thus, to facilitate public-private cooperation we
have set up a Cyber Security Council, chaired by myself and the CEO
of KPN, and involving the CEOs of major companies, government
agencies and critical sectors such as utilities and healthcare.
The purpose of this public-private partnership is to help shape our
Cyber Security Strategy and increase awareness of cyber security
risks. We have noticed that too often cyber security is approached
purely from a technical perspective, when in fact it ought to be a
board-level issue. Simply put, cybercrime is an existential threat to
organisations and hence should be managed as such.
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Interview with Dick Schoof, National Coordinator for Security and Counterterrorism

Indeed, you state that cybercrime and digital espionage are
the largest digital threats to the public and private sectors.
Why is that? Can you explain?
Each year we publish an assessment of cyber security risks, called
Cybersecuritybeeld Nederland. Certainly we have to conclude
that the risks are increasing. The simplest way to describe it is
that cybercrime has become increasingly ‘normal’; it has become
an integral part of the digital world. Also, it has become big
business; it is a highly organised and highly commercialised
sector. Companies too often are naive about the sophistication of
cybercrime and the risks involved.
Digital espionage by countries such as Russia and China has
also become increasingly prevalent. Here the targets often are
knowledge-intensive companies or state entities.
Both with regard to cybercrime and espionage it is apparent
that perpetrators are relying on increasingly sophisticated and
long-term methods. Cyber attacks increasingly have trajectories
spanning several years, whereby they first slowly and silently
build up a position within their target’s digital environment,
and subsequently spend years stealing information. And all this
is happening without the organisations targeted being aware
of what is happening. Therefore it is imperative that we raise
awareness about the risks; that organisations could be incurring
significant economic damage and are also at risk of harming their
competitive position and reputation in the market.
How happy are you with the progress that has been made?
Is the Netherlands a leader in the field?
I am convinced that we have come a long way, although with the
caveat that we still have work to do. We are still running after
the risks, always having to catch up to new threats that emerge.
Still, what I hear from colleagues abroad, both in government and
in business, is that the Netherlands has made substantial headway.
That is probably due to the fact that we have had to invest in cyber
security given our exceptionally dense digital infrastructure;
94% of the population has internet access, we have the highest
rate of internet banking worldwide, and we host the Amsterdam
Internet Exchange, an important hub for the world’s internet
traffic. We have also had our fair share of wake-up calls.
Especially the so-called DigiNotar affair in 2011 and the 2013
Denial-of-Service attacks on Dutch banks raised public awareness
of cyber security issues.
What is your advice to CEOs and CIOs of large companies
regarding cyber security?
Do not be naive. See it as an opportunity but be aware of the
threats. It is absolutely boardroom business; and I do not say this
alone, all the CEOs in our cyber security board agree with me on
this point. And in boardroom discussions do not restrict yourself to
the technical issues but make sure that you have a truly coherent
strategy and implementation in place.
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“Cyber attacks increasingly have
trajectories spanning several years,
whereby they first slowly and silently
build up a position within their target’s
digital environment, and subsequently
spend years stealing information.”

You also speak of public-private partnership - what are the
priorities there?
Most importantly we need to exchange information about cyber
threats. The fact that we have developed a capability to share
information - for example via the Cyber Security Council, via the
Cyber Security Centre and via the so-called ISACs (Information
Sharing and Analysis Centers) - has given us a measure of resilience
against cyber threats. It is important to note that such information
sharing is not self-evident. If a company discovers a security
breach, it may not want to disclose this information publically due
to possible reputation damage.
Therefore it is important that you put systems in place that
encourage information sharing and that guarantee a degree of
discretion or at least that the company providing the information
is not unduly disadvantaged in the market.

On Twitter you once mentioned that companies who ‘market’
personal data are a major privacy threat. Can you elaborate?
When it comes to privacy, the traditional role of government is
to protect people from that same government.
That is because government holds a large amount of personal
information about its citizens. Now in debates I often raise the
question of whether government should have the added task of
protecting citizens from companies that have such exceptionally
large volumes of information about people, far more than any
government has. Obviously I am referring to the Googles of the
world although I don’t specifically want to target that company,
there are others too. Today most of the existing platforms for
governing privacy issues, such as parliament and a range of
other privacy organisations, are focused almost exclusively on
how government manages personal data. My question simply
is, should we not extend that discussion to cover the Googles of
the world? Should we not take some measures to restrict what
companies can do with personal data?

A final question, what future trends do you expect
will have an important impact on cyber security?
The Internet of Things is taking shape much faster than we think,
almost insidiously so because we think all these developments
are ‘normal’. This obviously will present us with new security
challenges. We must take care that security breaches do not and
cannot lead to the total disruption of our society.

Dick Schoof,
National Coordinator for Security
and Counterterrorism
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Interview with Cynthia Wilmans, Senior Business Consultant at BT Advise

Has Governance become more complex
over the past few years?
Yes, for several reasons. For one, sourcing strategies have
changed repeatedly over the years, which has a direct impact
on Governance. Today we are in the midst of a fourth wave in
sourcing strategies, having moved from sole provider approaches,
to best-of-breed, to multi-sourcing, to the rise of cloud-based
models today. Each of these approaches requires its own
governance strategy.

Governance works,
but do it right
When it comes to IT Governance, too many companies seem to miss the point and
as a result implement it in a flawed manner. IT Governance isn’t about technical
SLAs per se; on the contrary, it is fundamentally about value creation.
And those who get it right, do indeed post higher profits. But beware, Governance
has become more complex and there are obstacles to deal with. Cynthia Wilmans,
Senior Business Consultant at BT Advise, explains.

Can you tell us a little about yourself and your role at BT?
I have worked approximately 20 years in the ICT sector, with the
last five years in a consulting role at BT Advise (the consulting
arm of BT Global Services) in the Netherlands. I specialise in
Business-ICT alignment with a particular focus on Governance.
Can you define IT Governance?
And why is IT Governance important?
Simply put, IT Governance is concerned with questions of
alignment and value creation. To what extent does IT contribute to
the success of the company goals? To what extent is the way we
have organised IT - the architecture, the roles and responsibilities aligned with the strategic objectives of the company, and how can
we optimise that alignment? In that regard I prefer to talk about
‘Business Governance’ as opposed to IT Governance. You should
not regard IT Governance as a distinct or separate discipline,
IT Governance is an integral part of corporate governance, of how
you govern the company as a whole.
You place a lot of emphasis on this point.
Why? Is IT Governance misunderstood?
Many companies approach IT Governance as if it is unrelated to
what the company actually does, its core business and strategic
objectives, when the whole point of IT Governance should be
to optimise strategic alignment and value creation. To be clear,
Governance does work, if you do it right. Research conducted by
Dr. Peter Weill at MIT showed that companies with superior
IT Governance had 20% higher profits than companies with poor
Governance given the same strategic objectives.
Governance originally emerged as a discipline in the 1990s as a
response to a number of accounting scandals - recall Enron - and
the lack of transparency that lay at the heart of these problems.
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Also IT was brought into disrepute when it became clear that
up to 70% of IT projects failed. Far too often, IT projects were
not delivered on time or within budget, and failed to deliver the
expected business benefits. In the Netherlands too there were
several large government IT projects that failed, giving impetus to
the governance movement. IT Governance emerged as a means
to tackle those problems, mainly by improving transparency and
accountability.

While buying from multiple vendors and providers can make a
lot of economic sense, it does typically add more managerial
complexity. Simultaneously the market is evolving rapidly too.
Technology is advancing rapidly, business models are changing,
and competition is becoming more intense. As a result, companies
require more flexible IT infrastructures and need to introduce new
IT services much faster. These elements need to be incorporated in
your Governance.
Finally, mergers & acquisitions can complicate Governance
significantly because different IT infrastructures and managerial
approaches need to come together. Governance is essentially
about power, hence a merger or acquisition will often lead to
difficult Governance-related discussions. To sum up, Governance is
complex, not only because the management of external providers
has become more complex, but also internal discussions around
budgets, roles and responsibilities and decision-making processes
can make it more complex.

And what about cybercrime and security risks are these having an impact on Governance?
Anything that is critical to a company has an impact on
Governance. Governance is also about managing risk, obviously.
You have to think carefully and make explicit how you manage
IT security and the risks of cybercrime.
What are common mistakes that companies make
with regard to Governance?
There are several common errors that companies make.
When companies opt for outsourcing they often continue
with the same internal team of people - we call it the “retained
organisation” that is left behind after outsourcing. The problem
is that the competencies of these people typically do not match
the demands of the new situation. Governing IT in an outsourced
setup requires different skills. Gartner advises companies to write
a Governance Manual as part of the contract with an IT supplier.
That’s fine, but I often only see this being written on paper. The
document exists, but it is not implemented in practice.
Companies have a tendency to regard outsourcing as a panacea
for all ills. It isn’t. Outsourcing certainly makes sense, but do not
outsource your brain! You understand your own business best
and hence you must retain strategic control over IT. Even if you
outsource to a large extent, you still have a role as an orchestrator
of IT services. Even the best IT integrators and outsourcing
providers will tend to approach things from an IT perspective,
lacking the business perspective that only you can provide.

The problem today is that IT Governance is too often approached
purely from a technical perspective, while it should be integrated
in Business Governance more generally. It is imperative that
companies track the performance of IT both from a technical
and a business perspective. Do not rely solely on technical SLAs
to manage IT performance but translate business objectives
into business-related KPIs and SLAs. That also implies that IT
departments need a better mix of business and IT skills.
Are companies making some progress in that regard?
Is IT Governance moving from the IT department
into the board room?
There certainly is a lot more pressure on IT. IT is looked upon
to enable business growth while at the same time supporting
the operating environment and facilitating compliance with
increasingly stringent regulation. As a result, Governance is
more important than ever as a means for IT to prove its value in
the organisation. A lack of Governance results in more business
frustration, more cost, duplication of tasks & budgets and reduced
service quality. This in turn can push companies to make the switch
to outsourcing more rapidly. The key mechanisms for Governance
therefore are leadership, communication and decision-making
processes.
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“Do not opt for very long contracts.
Technology and business models are
changing too fast. Instead, negotiate short
term contracts with built-in flexibility.
The cloud makes that possible.”

Governance is also often set up problematically. For example,
Governance is often implemented at a reasonably low level in the
organisation without C-level buy-in. Similarly, the committees that
are set up to define and monitor KPIs and SLAs are often only
represented by technical people, which in turn leads to the creation
of purely technical SLAs. You need people from the business to
help make the translation to business KPIs.
Looking ahead, what are some of the key trends that we
should anticipate as being relevant to IT Governance?
More regulation. Governments will impose more regulatory
requirements on companies that need to be translated into
IT requirements to reach compliance.
Sustainability is also emerging as an increasingly important
governance issue. Shareholders continue to push for increased
transparency regarding the management of sustainability-related
risks and opportunities. Expect more demand for standard or
integrated reporting on financials and sustainability issues.
Talent and diversity. As you outsource, it is critical that you think
about the talent and capabilities you retain. You require an optimal
mix between technical and business capabilities.
Cost pressure. Doing better not more. Defining KPIs and metrics
that make business sense.
Finally, a number of IT-related trends such as mobility, cloud and
security are pertinent. Contracting too is evolving, given the
emergence of shorter-term contracts and value-based or outputbased contracts.
Do you have specific tips for CIOs?
Do not opt for very long contracts. Technology and business
models are changing too fast. Instead, negotiate short term
contracts with built-in flexibility. The cloud makes that possible.

How does BT Advise help customers with Governance?
BT Advise can help companies in the planning and design phase
through audits, assessments and workshops. Subsequently we help
our customers set up governance models and frameworks based
on their sourcing strategy. We can help plan a sourcing strategy
based on a validation of their business case, build the IT roadmap,
design a demand and supply organisation, and build the service
design.
We also help customers with portfolio management and the
design of hybrid IT architectures. Hybrid architectures have specific
Governance requirements since both “old” and “new” elements
of the IT architecture have to be managed according to relevant
KPIs and consistent Service Levels. Sound IT Governance is an
indispensable pillar in BT’s transformational approach to IT.
With regard to the sourcing strategy, BT can also advise customers
about which partners to work with in the market, and how.
An example of far-reaching Governance and partnership by
the Dutch Government is the Public-Private Partnership model
involving shared risks and profits. But also among companies we
are seeing interesting forms of partnership, for example companies
that offer services to their customers direct from our data centre.
In such cases it is important that Governance covers aspects such
as information sharing, consistent reporting, and the avoidance of
overlapping agendas.
To conclude, how optimistic are you about the discipline? How
mature is the field? Are companies making good progress?
It is becoming mature, but there is work yet to do. On the one
hand IT is helping to automate and speed things up.
But Governance has also become more complex due to the
reasons I outlined earlier. And there can be a lot of resistance to
Governance, especially among IT personnel who are not happy
with an outsourcing decision. Listening to the business can also be
difficult for those more accustomed to working from a centralised
IT setup, where IT monopolised all technology choices.
And finally, the pressure from end-users is increasing massively.
In Governance you have to consider the higher business objectives,
but you also have to consider the needs of end-users and
sometimes these can conflict.

Governance concerns everyone in the company from operational
to strategic levels. Therefore, develop your IT plans together
with the business and take ownership for realising value for the
business. Make sure that the governance committees include
people from the business.
The bottom line, show leadership! Provide a clear direction, say
how you want things organised, and show that IT does create value
for the business.
Cynthia Wilmans,
Senior Business Consultant
at BT Advise
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Interview with Andries van Dijk and Michiel Peters, Deloitte consultants

The Third Mainport

Deloitte recently raised the idea that the Netherlands has a third mainport, a
Digital Mainport, that plays a similar economic role to the Port of Rotterdam and
Schiphol Airport (which are the other two mainports in the Netherlands). In this
interview, Deloitte consultants Andries van Dijk and Michiel Peters explain what
a digital mainport is and why it matters to the economy and business in general.
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“The massive growth and concentration
of digital infrastructure - as illustrated
by the emergence of Digital
Mainports - is fundamentally changing
the economics of IT infrastructure.”

Taking a closer look at the nuts and bolts of our digital environment
Most of us are up to speed with digital trends. We know all about cloud computing trends, Big Data and the ongoing battle between the
big four internet giants. But it seems people know a lot less about the nuts and bolts that underpin our digital environment.
Perhaps that is not surprising, because as users especially, we tend not to care about the mechanics ‘under the hood’ - as long as it
works. Nevertheless, the infrastructure business is also evolving rapidly, and that has implications for the broader economy.
That is why the sector asked Deloitte to take a closer look at digital infrastructure in the Netherlands.
Michiel Peters: “It became apparent that the digital infrastructure sector is in fact very important to other adjacent sectors, and that the
Netherlands has a leading position in this area internationally. Remarkably, that is almost completely unknown in the Netherlands and
hence we felt it important to raise awareness about this opportunity.”
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“If a major datacenter that hosts
multiple applications for numerous
clients were to go offline it could cause
tremendous disruption.”

Parallels with ports and airports
In their research, the Deloitte consultants looked at digital
infrastructure from two angles: firstly, internet connectivity,
comprising the Internet Exchanges, Transit Providers and ISPs,
and secondly, Housing & Hosting, covering both commercial
data centers and dedicated datacenters. Noting the role of the
Amsterdam Internet Exchange, and the parallels it has with
Rotterdam Port and Schiphol Airport, they came up with
the concept of the Third Mainport.
As Andries van Dijk explains it, there are a number of interesting
parallels between the three mainports in the Netherlands.
Firstly, all three facilitate a huge amount of traffic between the
Netherlands and the rest of the world. The Amsterdam Internet
Exchange (AMS-IX) is the largest Internet Exchange worldwide in
terms of number of connected peering networks and it is the
2nd largest Internet Exchange worldwide in terms of traffic
(bits per second).
Secondly, the mainports have both direct and indirect economic
benefits. Schiphol is an important employer and generates direct
income such as landing fees, but it is also crucially important to
adjacent sectors such as the travel businesses and logistics sector.
Similarly, the Dutch internet infrastructure and datacenters
generate direct income but they also have secondary effects,
making possible the thriving gaming, cloud and content industries.
And finally, mainports require huge infrastructure investment on
strategically located geographical areas, which makes them hard to
replicate or copy. In other words, they are a source of competitive
advantage.
How to build a digital mainport?
Creating a digital mainport from scratch clearly is not easy.
According to Andries and Michiel, the success of the Dutch
digital mainport is due to a combination of factors. Firstly, the
Netherlands has always been a leader and innovator with regard to
internet technologies. Andries: “There was a lot of experimentation
and research conducted here early on in the internet’s
development and that attracted investment from international
companies.”
A second factor highlighted by Andries and Michiel is the
importance of open infrastructure. Contrary to internet exchanges
in the US and elsewhere, the Amsterdam Internet Exchange is a
neutral and independent entity, where all partners have equal
status. Michiel explains; “Companies that need to connect to an
internet exchange really appreciate that transparent and open
structure, where no single party is able to play a dominant role.
It attracts members and that itself creates a powerful network
effect.”
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Security and continuity also are critical issues. It can be argued
that the increasing concentration of data and applications in large
commercial datacenters is creating new security risks.
If a major datacenter that hosts multiple applications for numerous
clients were to go offline it could cause tremendous disruption.
But as Andries and Michiel argued, the increasing scale of such
infrastructure also creates opportunities for much better security
and continuity, for example via the use of distributed networks of
datacenters and top notch physical security and back-up power
provision.

Thirdly, the Dutch government has played and continues to play a
pivotal role in the areas of spatial planning and energy provision.
“We noticed that some countries have not planned well in these
areas, with the result that the electricity network cannot cope
with additional datacenters or that there is no suitable space for
building more datacenters. In contrast, the authorities in the
Netherlands planned with a long-term perspective. In Amsterdam,
for example, there are good locations for setting up data centers
and the energy provision is excellent.”
Europe’s digital mainports
Obviously, Amsterdam is not alone in being host to a digital
mainport. According to Michiel and Andries, both Frankfurt and
London have very strong digital infrastructures, built mainly
for their financial sectors. Smaller countries such as Sweden
and Luxemburg are also trying to attract investment in digital
infrastructure. Sweden, for example, makes much of its green
power supply while Luxembourg argues that its data centre park
has low latency connections to all of the major European internet
hubs. But even compared to London and Frankfurt, Amsterdam is
a major digital powerhouse given the size of its Internet exchange
and the number of datacenters it hosts. Certainly in relative
terms, if you link a country’s digital infrastructure to the size of

the population or surface area, then the Netherlands punches far
above its weight. For example, in Europe the country ranks fourth
(after the UK, Germany and France) as judged by the total capacity
provided by commercial (colocation) data centers.
Managing growth
The story of digital mainports is also one of spectacular growth.
The rapid growth of e-commerce, video streaming and cloud
services have accelerated demand for computing power and
networking services. And notwithstanding the huge growth in
server performance, data center space in Amsterdam has nearly
doubled in the past six years. In the years ahead, IT capacity is
expected to continue growing rapidly, driven by continued uptake
of cloud services and other major IT trends such as Big Data and
the Internet of Things.
While undoubtedly a boost to the economy, such growth also
presents a number of challenges, particularly in the areas of
energy, spatial planning and security. The onus is on public
authorities to allocate space and help create an attractive
environment for investment. But the sector will also need to
continue investing in more efficient and higher performance
technologies. Already it is estimated that Dutch data centers are
responsible for 2% of total Dutch electricity consumption.

Lessons for CIOs
Asked what their key recommendations for CIOs would be, Andries
and Michiel point to what they call the “industrialisation of the
data center.” The massive growth and concentration
of digital infrastructure - as illustrated by the emergence of Digital
Mainports - is fundamentally changing the economics
of IT infrastructure. Andries explains: “IT infrastructure has always
been a challenging management issue because it requires large
capital investment over a very long horizon, typically up to 15
years. That is a horizon that most companies cannot reliably plan
for. But in the past the economics dictated that customers build
their own dedicated infrastructure. Even several years back, when
cloud computing had reached a degree of maturity, most CIOs
were still hesitant to rely on external datacenters. We are seeing a
clear change in this, mainly due to the success of SaaS.
The SaaS market took some time to get off the ground, with most
companies first experimenting with small, non-critical applications.
Those experiments on the whole worked out well for companies
and as result we are now seeing a much more dramatic shift to
cloud computing. We are witnessing a clear movement toward the
industrialisation of the datacenter.”

Andries van Dijk and Michiel Peters,
Deloitte consultants
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Interview with Nicola Millard, BT’s in-house futurologist

The Contact Centre of the Future

“Think carefully about how your contact
centre can add more value to the organisation,
and look at the underlying technology that
will make that possible, such as skills-based
call routing, cloud technology for flexing
up and down, unified communications for
contact centres and so on.”

Contact centres may have poor reputations but they should be seen as a strategic
resource, says Nicola Millard, BT’s in-house futurologist. In this interview, Nicola
talks us through a recent BT survey among contact centre managers and highlights
some surprising insights. It’s high time to take a closer look at your contact centre.

You say that contact centres are potentially a strategic
resource for companies. That may surprise some given the
less-than-stellar reputation that contact centres have.
They are often described as the sweatshops of the 21st
century and are generally disliked by customers and
employees alike. Can you explain - how is their role evolving?
And where is the strategic value to be found?
Let’s first look back at why call centres were originally created.
They initially gained prominence in the 1980s as a means to cut
costs and consolidate aspects of the operation. That’s how we
got into the realm of scripted answers. In the 1980s that was
appropriate because the internet did not exist. But today we are
in the era of self service. And that has consequences for the call
centre. As people start doing more and more things online, the
only time when they do call the contact centre is when they have
a complex problem, when they’re feeling frustrated or lose their
temper. This trend is especially clear in the financial services sector
but we are also seeing it in other industries. Indeed, the shift
towards complexity was one of the most striking conclusions of our
contact centre study.
Are contact centres equipped to deal with this surge in
complexity?
Many are not. The model of the 1980s, of relying on possibly
the lowest paid, least qualified and least empowered employees,
cannot cope with such escalating complexity. Call centre scripts
are often too simplistic to deal with callers’ issues; people will
have read the FAQ before calling. They want human contact; they
want the power of the brain that is sitting behind the phone or
web chat. And this flies in the face of what many companies have
been trying to do with their contact centres. Since they regard it
as a cost to be cut they have, in effect, been trying to design the
contact centre out of the process. They’re trying to design that
human element out, but that’s very difficult to do because the
phone remains one of the easiest and most accessible ways to
contact an organisation.
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Increasing complexity is one factor; how else are contact
centres changing and where is the strategic value for
companies?
The other major change is the shift toward multiple channels.
The contact centre is becoming a type of relationship hub for
complex customer queries that come in via a range of channels,
such as phone, web chat, social media and video. Again, that
adds complexity, but it also makes the contact centre a powerful
resource for finding out what customers are thinking of you and
for gaining feedback about your products and operations.
Social media has come under scrutiny as a means to gather
customer intelligence but that is simply one channel.
Contact centres are missing that intelligence function, mainly
because they have evolved so little since the 1980s.
They’re taking calls, but they don’t know what their calls are about.
Surely that’s the important bit! The analytical tools have evolved
to help companies understand what their calls are about but
because the contact centre is traditionally seen as a cost the focus
still tends to be on factors such as call handling times and reducing
the number of calls. How we measure the performance of contact
centres will surely have to change.
So contact centres can be a means for gaining customer
intelligence. Can they also be used to manage customer
expectations?
Absolutely, that is the key opportunity. In the future, contact
centres could become a lot more proactive in the way they manage
customers. In other words, rather than just taking calls they could
proactively manage that demand outward.
Your contact centre can tell you very quickly if there is an issue
with your website. And conversely the contact centre advisors
could be briefed almost immediately about how they can handle
customer questions about this issue and when the site is expected
to be live again. That is not a traditional role of the contact centre,
but the technology is evolving rapidly to enable a broader more
proactive role.

Technology advances such as the cloud also enables more
flexibility. For example, a major incident could raise call volumes
dramatically for a short period of time. Cloud-based services give
companies the ability to rapidly up- or downscale their contact
centre resources.
Clearly we have to start looking at contact centres in a much
cleverer way. As opposed to a fixed set of people sitting a
warehouse, who we don’t pay very much, all reading scripts,
we have to create something that is far more proactive, that
understands customer demand, that has people who are
empowered to do something useful for the customer. Our survey
respondents told us that today’s contact centres need really good
communicators with excellent product knowledge, but they also
increasingly need problem solvers.
It sounds like a tall order.
How do companies make that transition?
The problem at the moment is that most companies still see
the contact centre as a cost to be minimised. Most CIOs are still
pushing for a self-service strategy, which is fine and the right thing
to do, but they should also assess how the human element of the

contact centre can add value because that will never disappear.
You will always be left with the very complex and often very
emotive calls that are very hard to design out of the process.
There needs to be a recognition at board level that
if they listened to what is coming in via the call centre and
other social media channels, they would have a much better
understanding of what aspects of the operation are working for
customers and which aren’t. Also, the contact centre can play an
instrumental role in making sure that customers are getting what
they expect and want. And hence the measure sets will need to
change, from the transactional aspects such as call duration to
more strategic factors such as customer satisfaction.
Are you optimistic? Are companies succeeding?
In the survey we used a 2020 timeframe. That’s too soon; I doubt
that we will see much fundamental change in six years time, but
the process has started. The contact centre is becoming a hub for
multiple channels, with web chat becoming especially important.
And the enabling technologies, such as analytics and cloud
services, are advancing rapidly too. But I suspect that the core
functionality of the contact centre will take some time to change.
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That will entail a different approach to organising contact
centres, hence the difficulty?
Yes, one of the most telling results of the survey concerned
the organisational model of the contact centre: most of our
respondents, who may have a somewhat biased view given
that most of them were contact centre managers, felt that
centralised operations would remain the norm, as opposed to more
decentralised approaches where agents operate from office hubs,
out in the field or even from home. While decentralised models
certainly are an option, the fact is that most companies still have a
centralised infrastructure in place. The movement toward a more
decentralised approach will require different infrastructure and
recruiting approaches. Beyond 2020 we are probably going to
see a larger shift toward a more decentralised operation, mainly
because technology advances play into that trend. The cloud in
particular is a key enabler. But attitudes will need to change first,
particularly with regard to home-based operations.
In Europe especially we have some way to go because here we tend
to recruit young and cheap, with lots of churn as a result.
Many young people don’t have homes of their own, making
home-based models particularly difficult.
Ultimately some fundamental aspects of contact centres will need
to change because the truth is that they do not work very well for
customers and employees alike. The change is coming but I expect
it to take time, certainly beyond 2020.
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One decentralised approach that could tackle the complexity
issue would be to route calls to experts within the
organisation, people who are not dedicated contact centre
advisors but take on that responsibility on top of their
main role. Do you see that happening and what would be
some of the challenges there?
Absolutely, at BT we have been talking about this for a long time.
We call it Networked Expertise. In some instances you would like
back-office people to handle complex customers issues.
That is indeed happening, enabled in part by cloud technologies
where anyone with a browser can become part of a virtualised
contact centre. One of the major conclusions coming out of the
survey was the increasing importance of intelligent skills-based call
routing. That is an absolutely core skill for Networked Expertise.
Also the use of video in this area is particularly interesting. In
situations where there is a shortage of experts who customers
prefer to see face-to-face - for example a medical specialist or
a mortgage advisor - then video conferencing becomes a viable
alternative. We are doing some work in the banking industry
with virtualised mortgage advisors. If you walk in a branch and
request to see a mortgage advisor, typically you’ll need to set an
appointment and come back another time. Now it is possible to set
up a video-based consultation immediately.
So video is gaining traction too as a communication tool?
We have been looking at video for many many years but gradually
its time is starting to come. That’s because consumers are using
more video than ever, be it via communication tools such as
Skype and FaceTime, but also through their camera-equipped
mobile devices.

Video does obviously have its own issues if you incorporate it in
the contact centre. One company asked me whether they now
had to recruit glamorous looking advisors because there is a visual
element to consider that does not exist in phone and web chat.
Video-based advisors can also feel a little unhappy because they
may be the only agents wearing a uniform, or they may operate
from a separate room with background branding material.
All of those things you have to consider.
In a way, Networked Expertise is opening up the organisation?
Yes, potentially it is a model that will take down the silos, the walls
between the contact centre and the rest of the organisation.
You could start opening up the whole organisation to customers.
Obviously you may not want to go that far but the technology
certainly is available to offer practically anything to anyone.
Contact centres clearly are evolving but surely all that
added complexity, both in the types of calls coming in
and the way contact centres will need to be organised,
is intimidating for companies?
Interestingly, in the survey we asked call centre managers how
they saw their role evolving, because today they have multiple
roles comprising everything from coach, mentor, quality auditor
and accountant. The nearly unanimous response was that the
manager’s role would become more of a customer experience
guardian. That’s a very different role to being a coach or
accountant.
But it expresses yet again the increasing strategic relevance of
contact centres, of using them to understand and manage the
customer experience.

To conclude, what would you like to highlight for CIOs?
CIOs need to help sell the value of the contact centre up to the
board. They are investing in self-service functionality which is the
correct thing to do but CIOs have to understand that this will not
eradicate all calls. Think carefully about how your contact centre
can add more value to the organisation, and look at the underlying
technology that will make that possible, such as skills-based
call routing, cloud technology for flexing up and down, unified
communications for contact centres and so on.
The CIO typically looks at the infrastructure aspects but I think
the CIO can also help the operations people make the case that
the contact centre can be a strategic tool to understand your
customers, to manage demand more proactively and control
multiple channels. It’s not just about calls, it’s about contacts,
so the key question is, how can you be more creative in the way
you manage these?

Nicola Millard,
BT’s in-house futurologist
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